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Produce a frequency diverse and
combinable single substrate array of
pseudo-passive, low-noise, high-Q
radio frequency (RF) filters, operable
without vacuum encapsulation, and
“the world will beat a path to your
door”. Make it CMOS-compatible or
field programmable (or both) and they
will break the door down. The research
community is not quite ready to claim
any of the above, but BSAC is
working on all of them.
Near-zero power, high-Q Radio
Frequency (RF) bandpass filters with
prescribable bandshapes and center
frequencies would significantly transform transceiver/modem design for the
most significant wireless applications,
including multiband radios, wireless
telemetry networks and cognitive (frequency aware and agile) radios. The
opportunity is not only reduction of
power in the RF
section, but for
some applications,
elimination of the
intermediate frequency stage in
the (heterodyne)

MEMS on CMOS cross-section.
architecture of the radio itself, and
dramatic power-cycling functionality
enabled by such filters. Finally, the
relationship of frequency to time
suggests application of precision resonators to precision timebase generation.
The critical path is (fortunately) clearly
through the world of MEMS. BSAC
has, within the past six to twelve
months, reported significant developments that suggest several necessary
breakthroughs may be within reach.
What follows here is a brief profile of
just part of the current BSAC work,
some of which is available in project
reports and publications from the
BSAC website, with unpublished updates at the March 7-9 research reviews.
Passive RF high-Q individual MEMS
resonators with resonant frequencies

STRAIN MEASUREMENTS
IN RIGID STRUCTURES
Machine tools, rotating industrial machinery, vehicular
chasses and suspensions and other rigid structures experience localized strain that may be indicative of in-service
control forces, structural performance and even pre-failure
signatures. Often the strain regions of most interest and the
strain amplitudes are diminishingly small relative to size
and sensitivity of available strain gauges. The challenge of
determining forces on and within rigid structures typically
involves modification of the rigid structure to produce a
region of elastic deformation in which strain amplification
can yield a force measurement with conventional foil strain
gauges. These structural measurement artifices may compromise the performance and even the mechanical strength
of the monitored structure.
What is sought is a strain
sensor
gauge of “micro” proportions both in sensitivity
steel substrate
and size. In particular, it is
known that a strain gauge
of 100 micron span, rigidly
attached to a hardened steel
structure and capable of
measuring strain in the subMEMS Resonant Strain Sensor
Continued on page 3

scalable by horizontal (lithographic)
dimensions have been reported at frequencies near or above 1 GHz, by BSAC
and others1,2. Many of these structures
are compatible with eventual “MEMSon-CMOS” integration2, leading to the
vision of true single-chip radios.
Commercial application of these resonators has been limited because of
extraordinarily high insertion loss and
process control of nano-scale air gap
sidewall electrostatic coupling. Film
Bulk Acoustic Resonators (FBAR) with
efficient (2 ohm motional resistance)
piezoelectric transduction, operating at
fixed frequencies in the 1-2 GHz range
have become commercially dominant in
new cellular radio designs, but require
separate devices (different film thicknesses) for each frequency range and
are not compatible with any single
substrate array integration.
Combination of mechanical filter
responses of mechanical resonators has
been limited by efficiency of multiple
electro-mechanical-electronic transductions. Individual transduction efficiencies have to date resulted in very high
Continued on page 4

BSAC WELCOMES MING WU
The year 2005 began on a high
note with the arrival of Professor
Ming Wu as co-Director of BSAC
and Professor of Electrical Engineering at UCB. Wu (PhD UCB
‘88) comes to us with an international reputation and perspective
in optical MEMS from both his
industrial and academic achievements, as industry researcher at
AT&T Bell Laboratories, techProfessor Ming C. Wu
nical founder of OMM, university
researcher, frequent technical conference organizer and
technical publications editor. He has published 380 papers,
contributed five book chapters, and holds 11 U.S. patents.
BSAC, our industrial members, and the photonics group at
UCB will be beneficiaries of a major technology transfusion
as Wu will bring 12 of his talented researchers, including 3
postdoctoral researchers, to UC Berkeley.
At AT&T Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill (1988-1993), Wu
conducted research in high speed semiconductor lasers and
opto-electronics. In 1993, he joined the faculty of the
Electrical Engineering Department of UCLA, where he was
Director of the multi-university MURI Center on RF Photonic
Materials and Devices, Director of the UCLA NanoelectronContinued on page 3
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MISS SOMETHING?
New Invention Disclosures on the Web

PROF. DAVID HORSLEY
BSAC @ UC Davis
Most of you know Prof. Norman
Tien, BSAC co-Director at UC Davis.
You should also track the innovative work of David Horsley and his
growing cadre of BSAC researchers at UCD. Horsley (UCB BSAC PhD
1998) brings energy, insights and
prior industrial experience from HP
Palo Alto and Onix to the UC
Davis Department of Mechanical
and Aeronautical Engineering.
Welcome to BSAC, David!

CREATE ACT:
Cooperative Research & Technology Enhancement Act 2004
Amends the Patent Act to provide
that sharing of confidential information under a joint research
agreement will not be the basis of
an obviousness determination
under patent law. Creates a safe
harbor to protect collaborative
research between businesses and
universities.
The act will apply
retroactively, meaning that reissuing or pending patents can benefit from this law. Patent applications are required to disclose the
names of the parties, and there
must be a written agreement
governing the research collaboration. In the language of Lamar
Smith, Chairman of the U.S. House
of
Representatives
Judiciary
Committee, “The legislative history
makes
clear
that
Congress
intended to discourage individuals from attempting to use nonpublic information, also known as
''secret prior art,'' to challenge the
issuance or validity of a patent
where co-inventors voluntarily
exchanged confidential information concerning a prior invention
developed by one or more of the
research partners. The CREATE
Act's purposes are, one, to
promote communication among
team researchers located at
multiple organizations; and two, to
discourage those who would use
the discovery process to harass
co-inventors who voluntarily collaborated on research….”

The BSAC Website now lists new invention disclosures
(for members, who generally have a 90 day “first look”
on new inventions prior to outside disclosures). And if
the internal distribution of disclosures is too broad or
too narrow for your tastes, the member Point of Contact
can designate who within your company automatically
receives notification of the non-confidential disclosures. To view current (recent) disclosures, click on
“Non-Enabling Invention Abstracts” on the BSAC
home page under “BSAC Resources”. To change the
distribution list, the POC can click on the “My BSAC”
link at the upper right of the BSAC home page. We
just launched this capability, so we will be “backfilling”
the list with earlier disclosures.
Did you miss, or want to retrieve information on a
project recently finished, suspended or redirected?
Project reports for earlier projects now appear at the
bottom of every “Project by Director” and “Project by
Research Area” page.
–JMH

CITRIS GROUND-BREAKING
After years of planning and fundraising, ground was
broken October 29, 2004 on the CITRIS (Center for
Information Technology Research in the Interest of
Society) engineering research center to be located
adjacent to Cory Hall. The State of California has
provided $90 million, contingent upon industry matching funds, for the Center. The facility will house the
legendary Berkeley Microfabrication Laboratory facility
as well as rotating facilities for distributed collaborative,
interdisciplinary and interdepartmental technology
research groups who would benefit from adjacency.
Occupancy is planned for 2007.
–JMH

SPRING 2005 IAB MEETING @ UC BERKELEY
MONDAY, MARCH 7

TUESDAY, MARCH 8

WEDNESAY, MARCH 9

12 PM Registration & Informal Discussions
2 PM Directions & Trends Session:
MEMS for Vehicular Systems
6 PM Dinner & Keynote

7:30 AM Light Breakfast & Registration
8:30 AM Rsrch Review, Lunch & Poster Sessions
5 PM Wine Tasting Mixer
6 PM Awards Banquet

8 AM Light Continental Breakfast
8:30 AM Industrial Advisory Board Meeting
11:30 AM Sandwich Lunch
12 PM Member Poster Session

WALKING THE IP TIGHT ROPE
Of the issues the Center deals with,
none is more complex, confusing
(and potentially divisive) than
confidentiality and intellectual property (IP). The treatment of “confidential” information impacts many
aspects of our Center, the most
significant of which are 1) patents,
patentability, and licensing; 2) U.S.
export restrictions and 3) entrepreneurial and consultative activities of
the faculty. On the latter, a University-wide topic, co-Director Roger
Howe has authored a “fresh air”
policy proposal. And we have made
major progress over the past 2 years
to understand and provision our
Center to provide the best possible
IP research environment for our industrial members. BSAC truly walks
a “confidentiality and IP tightrope”.
Industrial members who want
exclusive patents on sponsored and
federally funded university research
can get them from the university
Office of Technology Licensing
(OTL).
Our new Participation
Agreement also provides an “IPlight” option in which patents are
not expected for projects fully
sponsored from some research funds
(such as CITRIS). Members are
free to negotiate such conditions in
many sponsored projects.
The campus has recently moved
the Office of Technology Licensing
and responsibility for sponsored

projects into a new office of
Intellectual Property and Industrial
Research Alliances (IPIRA), creating a single university entity that we
believe will be more responsive to
industrial sponsors in the construction of sponsored research agreements and licensing agreements.
Although BSAC is, by design, insulated from OTL licensing activities
by a “firewall”, we have jointly
nurtured a supportive and informational relationship with the independent OTL (see Miss Something?).

Questions have arisen about “IP
contamination” from the Center.
What is IP Contamination? Most
commonly this involves the potential loss of patenting rights or future
invalidation of patents associated
with receipt of not-yet-public innovations, research, inventions, ideas,
etc. These disclosures are NOT
considered prior art for persons not
receiving the information (i.e. nonmembers) but, because of an unintended consequence of U.S. patent
law, may be considered “secret
prior art” for those (members) who
receive it under confidentiality

agreements. We have reduced the
period of non-disclosure of prepublication and pre-patent information
from 5 years to 12 months to
substantially reduce the period of
exposure to only that needed to file
patents and/or to secure publication
in refereed journals and conferences. And on Dec 10, 2004, the muchanticipated U.S. “CREATE” Act
was signed into law, amending U.S.
patent law specifically for the benefit of university-industrial research
consortia. The Directors of BSAC
had
formally
petitioned
our
legislators in support of this
legislation. (See CREATE).
A critical confidentiality concern,
relates to potential export restrictions on research and technology.
We have, with counsel from the UC
Office of the President, amended the
“confidentiality” provisions and
recitals in our Participation Agreement to more clearly qualify (in
principle and in practice) all BSAC
projects under the “fundamental
research exemption” of EAR (Export
Administration Regulations) and
ITAR (International Traffic in Arms
Regulations). With this fundamental
research exemption, our members
may utilize and share all our
research results without U.S. export
license.
From these efforts (borrowing from
Satisfaction), “you can’t always get
what you want, but…you just might
find you get what you need”. JMH
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DYNAMIC MICROFLUIDIC OPTICAL MANIPULATION
A new optoelectronic, non-invasive
OptoElectroWetting (OEW) transporter and a dielectrophoretic force
cell assay and manipulator are among
the research projects being conducted
by PhD candidate Pei Yu Chiou and
others in the research group of UC
Berkeley EECS Professor and BSAC
co-Director Ming C. Wu.
Conveyor 1
Divider

Sorting Path

Conveyor 2

100 µ m

The OEW transporter/conveyor and
optical sorter illustrated utilizes a low
power LED light source capable of
moving, combining and separating
samples in the micro-to-nanoliter

microfluidic circuits to be implemented dynamically with software
programming.
Professor Wu and his research
group will describe ongoing
range, and particles a few microns progress in these and other areas in
in diameter with optical power upcoming BSAC IAB research
– JMH
density five orders of magnitude reviews.
below that of optical tweezers alone.
For demonstration and research
purposes, a conventional Digital
Live
Light Processing DLP (Texas
Dead
Cell
Instruments) projector provides and
Cell
projects moving imaging patterns
onto the photoconductive transport100 um
er substrate under control of an
associated personal computer.
The dielectrophoretic force cell
assay platform is capable of many
cell and particle assay tasks such as
Dead
the segregation of live and dead
Cell
human B cells as shown in the
adjacent figure.
Live
These methods of direct imaging
Cell
allow sophisticated channel-less

STRAIN MEASUREMENTS

SWO frequency [ kHz ]

of a 4Hz frequency displacement at
0.1 microstrain is sufficient to moniContinued from page 1
tor dynamic (periodic/rotational)
microstrain (1 to .01 µε), could find strain on the race of an automobile
application in hundreds of industrial wheel bearing as the in-service
environments, from machine and bearing rotates.
production tools to chemical mech218.2
anical polishing to vehicular control.
Measured = 39 Hz/µε
218
The BSAC “Strain Gauge on Steel”
Calculated = 36 Hz/µε
217.8
program in the research groups of
Profs. Al Pisano, Bernhard Boser,
217.6
Liwei Lin and Oliver O’Reilly has
217.4
produced advanced proof of concept
217.2
demonstrations of such sub-micro217
strain performance in sub-250 micron
gauge footprints directly bonded to
216.8
0
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15
20
25
rigid steel structures.
Applied strain [ microstrain,µε ]
MEMS structures capable of
The strain gauge, when mounted
measuring comb displacements in the
low or sub-angstrom range suggest a to suspension structures, can meacapacitive measurement structure sure suspension-wheel forces for
may yield desired performance and navigational monitoring and control.
such structures are part of the inves- Road-tire forces might be imputed
tigation. But ultra-high strain sensiti- from wheel or tire-mounted or
vity of doubly-anchored, double- embedded strain gauges.
Continuing and future work on
ended polysilicon tuning forks DETF
this program will also exploit the
have shown great promise.
Experimental performance of the massive UCB research investments
BSAC DETF strain gauge indicates on integrated wireless sensors and
sensitivity below 40 Hz displacement sensor networks for proximity, nonfrequency per microstrain. Detection contact telemetry of sensor outputs

BSAC WELCOMES MING WU
Continued from page 1
ics Research Facility, and Chair of the 10-faculty
Photonics & Optoelectronics Field Committee and
Faculty. His insights from his role as vice-chair of the
department's Industrial Affiliates Program will serve our
36-member Industry-University Cooperative Research
Center well.

to “chassis-net” controller. It is
envisioned that strain gauges of this
type could be replicated at multiple
(literally dozens of) points within
vehicular chassis subsystems to
effect a uniform calibration, communications, monitoring and control
infrastructure. Such reduced sensor
diversity could have other benefits.
Higher volume component manufacturing and common attachment
methods for such a uniform, vehicular monitoring sensor network
could provide economic incentives
and benefits. These and related
topics will be pondered in depth in
the upcoming Spring 2005 BSAC
Research Review on March 7.

bPage 3

RISEN FROM THE DUST
BSAC co-Director and EECS Professor Kris Pister has completed a
two-year industrial leave during
which he raised more than $7M in
venture and agency funds, and
launched the first substantial
wireless sensor networking startup, Dust Networks. Under the
pressures of national attention
and investor expectations, Kris
honed the product and strategy
to give commercial wings to the
vision inspired by his Smart Dust
initiative launched at UC Berkeley
more than six years ago. The
company, located
in
west
Berkeley, recruited a CEO heavyweight and had their showcase
product launch in September,
allowing the technical founder to
return full time to his academic
pursuits in EECS and BSAC. During
his “leave”, he continued to
advise and inspire his BSAC graduate research group. Welcome
back, Kris; the rest of BSAC missed
you and your inspiration.

MEMS Strain
Gauge

His current research includes a range of optical
MEMS from beam steering to channel-less microfluidic
transport. His continuing vision is that of integration of
MEMS and photonics at the nanoscale. In part, this
will involve integration of micro-optical resonators
with MEMS actuators to realize dynamic optical
integrated circuits. Please join us in welcoming Ming
and his researchers to BSAC; you will hear from some
of them at the upcoming IAB on March 7-9. – JMH

LUKE LEE RECOGNITION
BSAC co-Director Luke P. Lee has
been promoted to Associate
Professor of Bioengineering and
Director of the BioNanoTechnology Center to be located in the
new Stanley Hall. Bioengineering
Department Chair Dorian Liepmann said, “Luke is among the
most creative researchers I have
worked with; he is an asset of
extraordinary value to the university and the college as well as our
own department, in a time of
remarkable visibility and opportunity in his fields of bio and
nanotechnology”.
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INTELLISUITE GIFT FOR BSAC
Intellisense Software Corporation has made
a generous gift of free licenses to their
comprehensive MEMS CAE environment
for use in the Spring 2005 Berkeley
EECS245 Introduction to MEMS course to
be taught by Professor Kris Pister.

ULTIMATE RF FRONT-END
Continued from page 1
motional and effective electrical resistance of filters at frequencies of interest.
These transduction inefficiencies have
made it a major research challenge to
even (electrically) observe or detect
mechanical resonances because of very
high insertion losses (typically >70-90
dB) and consequent poor power coupling to antenna and resultant high noise
figures for even a single stage resonator.
Consequently, MEMS resonator arrays
coupled through multiple high loss
transductions are interesting theoretically but have to date been impractical.
Input Port

Coupled Lamé Array

Output Port

Recent results from Bhave/Gao/Howe/
Maboudian3 have provided experimental
confirmation of the predicted composite
responses of mechanically coupled
resonators. Differentially driven and
sensed bulk mode Lamé-mode resonators, coupled by silicon carbide-stiffened
solid corner tethers allow checkerboard
arrays of coupled mechanical resonators
with single input (electrical-mechanical)
and output (mechanical-electrical) transduction. These Lamé-mode arrays have
been shown experimentally to yield
composite 170MHz passband filter
responses with bandwidths of 150KHz
and in-band ripple of 2dB. This composite resonator still suffers from the
single electrical-mechanical-electrical
transduction efficiencies mentioned
Transmission (dB)

-55

f0= 173 MHz
BW = 110 kHz
Ripple < 2dB
Rejection = 12dB
Ambient

-59

-63

-67

-71
173.3

173.4

173.5 173.6 173.7
Frequency (MHz)

173.8

above, but not from multiple such
transductions.
An alternative approach would involve high efficiency electro-mechanicalelectrical transducers and electrical
combination through ladder configurations of mechanical filters without
significant degeneration of signal
levels (corresponding to low motional
resistance). With low signal loss per
transduction, no electrical gain would
be required between resonators, resulting in corresponding improvement in
composite filter noise figure.
To this end, two new and distinct
approaches to realization of practical
mechanical filter arrays are underway
in BSAC. Both involve dramatic improvements in transduction efficiencies
with horizontal lithographic frequency
determination.
One highly promising approach4 is
that of Bhave/Howe utilizing highdielectric-constant, internal electrostatic transduction. They exploit the
predicted scaling of motional resistance with the square of dielectric
constant and show that a three or four
order of magnitude reduction in
motional resistance could be achieved
(relative to air gap transduction) for
certain bulk acoustic resonators in
which, for example, a titanium dioxide
dielectric gap can be placed at motional

DEGREES EARNED
Input
Electrode

10µm

Sunil Bhave, PhD

Output
Electrode

UC Berkeley
Electrostatic
Transduction for
MEMS Resonators

piezoelectric drive to excite horizontal
(in-plane) resonance of a ring resonator. The efficiency of the piezoelectric
electrical-mechanical transduction has
already produced resonance in the 200500 MHz range with remarkable
improvement in motional resistances to
between 50 and 100 ohms, with Q
between 1500 and 3000 in air. Higher
resonant frequency configurations and
modes are subjects of intense ongoing
research.
The interest and activity in this work
extends beyond the process and device
level and into recent advances in
modeling and simulation, MEMS
synthesis6, and specifically anchor
losses in resonators7 (see SUGAR).
The emergence of several recent
BSAC-related startups* is some evidence of the approach of commercialization of these technologies. Stay tuned
for further information and watch for
details of a Berkeley summer research
symposium on this subject. –JMH

Nicholas Chronis, PhD

For More Information
(search by author or keywords at
http://bsac.berkeley.edu/ publications/search)

Brian Leibowitz, PhD

1. Bircumshaw et al, “The radial bulk annular
resonator: Towards a 50 ohm MEMS Filter”
2. Quevy, et al, “Poly-SiGe High Frequency
nodes (minimum displacement) of the Resonators Based on Lithographic Definition
resonator. Their solution predicts of Nano-gap Lateral Transducers”
motional resistance below 50 ohms for 3. Bhave, et al, “Fully-Differential Poly-SiC
a 1.2GHz harmonic ring MEMS reson- Lamé-Mode Resonator & Checkerboard Filter”
ator with a process-friendly 1 micron 4. Bhave, et al, “Internal Electrostatic Transduction for Bulk-Mode MEMS Resonators”
dielectric spacer (much larger ring
5. Piazza, et al, “Low Motional Resistance
resonators would be required with air Ring-Shaped Contour-Mode Aluminum Nitride
gap spacers below 50 nm to reach this Piezoelectric Micromechanical Resonators for
motional resistance).
UHF Applications”
Another potential breakthrough5 to 6. Kamalian, et al, “Optimized Design of
lithographically-determined low loss MEMS by Evolutionary Multi-objective
resonators has been described and Optimization”
demonstrated by Piazza/Stephanou/ 7. Bindel, et al, “Anchor Loss Simulations in
Pisano et al. They utilize a vertical Resonators”

CLOCK WATCHING
Professor Bernhard Boser has begun an industrial
leave to help launch a MEMS timebase start-up
company, SiTime (Palo Alto, California).
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The IntelliSuite integrated tools can be used for virtually
all MEMS modeling and analysis tasks, from process,
packaging and RF/electromagnetics to microfluidics and
even piezo devices and cost modeling. The breadth of
creative projects undertaken by the multidisciplinary student
design teams in EECS245 seems a perfect fit and challenge
for the tool set. Check out the course poster session in May,
and see how the tools (and students) performed. For more
information, visit www.intellisense software.com. –JMH

Professor Roger Howe is a co-founder of Silicon
Clocks, a MEMS-and-CMOS oriented venture (not
to be confused with SiTime).

UC Berkeley
Lab-on-a-Chip
Mechanical &
Optical Components

Jeremy Frank, PhD
UC Berkeley
Planar Microfluidic
Devices for Control of
Pressure-Driven Flow

Eric Hobbs, PhD
UC Berkeley
Low-Power Portable
Microfluidic Delivery
System

Raffi Kamalian, PhD
UC Berkeley
Evolutionary Synthesis
of MEMS

UC Berkeley
CMOS Imaging
Receivers for FreeSpace Optical
Communication

Brett Warneke, PhD
UC Berkeley
Ultra-Low Energy
Architectures & Circuits
for Cubic Millimeter
Distributed Wireless
Sensor Networks

Lixia Zhou, PhD
UC Berkeley
Optical MEMS for
Free-Space
Communication

